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Document Revisions

Date Revision

February 2019 Board of Directors - updated contact method

February 2019 Fees:
● Additional explanation as to what is included and not included in

fees
● End of season awards included
● Parent socials and banquets are not included
● Fees associated with scratches and no shows at meets are

responsibility of the swim family
● Practice fees changes if swimmer move up or down a group

February 2019 Parent Expectations - added language regarding timing at meets.

February 2019 Formatting - additional formatting, language correction and typo
correction where needed and for consistency.

February 2019 Practices will cancel if the facility closes.

February 2019 Removed references to Night at Races event.

May 2019 Added Appendix 10 -  Minor Athlete Abuse Prevention Policy provided
by USA Swimming / Safe Sport.  Mandated to be included by June 23,
2019. Document is referenced under Safe Sport Appendix but the entire
document is included in Appendix 10 to ensure easy replacement
if/when USA Swimming makes updates to the policy.

July 2019 Removed no pro-rating of fees for existing swimmers clause.  Revised
statement on fee proration.

July 2019 Added that credit card fees are paid by members.

July 2019 Removed information on team Instagram account.

July 2019 Added in that members are exempt from selling raffle tickets for the
mandatory fundraiser if they are required to swim exclusively with high
school team during high school season.

December 2020 Added fixed cost of $115 to cover USA swimming registration, team cap,
tee shirts and admin cost plus prorated fee based on number of weeks
remaining in the season.
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February 2021 Added to swim cap policy.

July 2021 Updated MAAPP policy.
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Introduction
United Swim Association (USA) was founded in 2009. The team serves swimmers in the
Greater Columbus Ohio area.

Our team is a year round competitive swim club sanctioned by United States Swimming.  We
have high quality professional coaching and technique instruction for age group swimmers,
senior/high school swimmers and collegiate swimmers (while on break from their school teams)
of all abilities.

The club’s philosophy focuses around each individual swimmer’s development of stroke
technique, training capacity, and most importantly, developing a life-long enjoyment of the sport.
The club’s goal is to provide every member an opportunity to improve swimming skills and
achieve success at his or her level of ability, from novice to national competitor.

Our coaches are members of the American Swimming Coaches Association.  They have access
to the most comprehensive training and certification for youth coaches of any sport in the United
States. Our Coaches provide assurances that the time children spend in swimming will be
quality time.

We are constantly growing and training young swimmers to maintain a well-rounded competitive
swim team.  USA’s commitment is to maintain a low coach to swimmer ratio provides each
swimmer an opportunity to meaningfully interact with the coaches.  Our small team, family
friendly environment, and activities make being a part of this team a lot of fun for all members of
a family.

The intent of this handbook is to inform swimmers and parents of general information about the
team, our relationship with USA Swimming, overall team operations, and our expectations in
regard to safety, conduct and participation. Familiarity with the information herein is
required by each family and will make the family’s participation more enjoyable.

This handbook does not include USA Swimming rules and regulations, rules competition,
technical rules for properly executing strokes, cut-off, or national records and motivational times,
which may be found on the USA Swimming’s homepage usaswimming.org.

Additional links may be found on the club’s website at swim4usa.com.

WELCOME TO THE TEAM!
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About The Team

Team Mission

Our mission is simple: To support and promote competitive swimming throughout Greater
Columbus. We inspire and enable our members to achieve excellence in the sport of swimming
and in life.  We emphasize a strong team concept, teaching life concepts and goal setting as
vital components of our organization at all levels. We provide services for our members,
supporters, affiliates and the interested public. The United Swim Association exists to:

● Provide a safe and positive environment for all members
● Teach life skills to its athletes
● Encourage swimmers to reach their full potential, while having fun
● Train swimmers in Stroke Technique, Aerobic and Anaerobic Conditioning, and Racing.

Team Values

We value our family friendly reputation, and we are proud of the integrity, sincerity and
transparency our Board of Directors and Coaches provide to swimmers and parents about all
aspects of our team. Together, we are a learning organization, always listening to our parents
and swimmers.  We hope to help swimmers develop and demonstrate the following values at all
team activities and that these values carry into all areas of their life:

● Being Helpful, Friendly, and Courteous at all times
● Respect for themselves, their teammates, their coaches, and their opponents
● A Caring and Kind attitude for others around them
● Being Honest with themselves and others around them
● Taking Responsibility for their own actions, and learning the responsibilities they have

to teammates and the team
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Team Goals

We have a well-devised age group system where kids are encouraged to be their best and are
taught the current “cutting edge” techniques in a fun, diverse, safe and supportive atmosphere.
We have a high performing level group that supplies an environment that leads to success at
the State, Zone/Sectional and National levels of swimming competition.

Ongoing team goals include:

1. Become the best swim team at the local level;
2. Become a top placing team at the state Level (Ohio Swimming Junior Olympics and

Senior Championships);
3. Send swimmers to national level meets (USA Sectionals, Futures, Junior Nationals,

Senior Nationals and Olympic Trials).

Team Strategy

Long Term Athlete Development

The United Swim Association believes in serving the total athlete and fosters a “Long Term
Athlete Development Model” (LTADM) to ensure that swimmers progress at a rate that is
comfortable for them and that keeps their interest in the sport for a lifetime.  Long Term Athlete
Development is the philosophy on which many National competitive teams and swimmers base
their training philosophy.

Basic technical skills must be established early and continually developed over the course of a
multi-year training program. These skills are the cornerstone of success at the elite level. The
key features that underpin the success of swimmers are listed below.

● Long term build up of performance viewed as several steps in the developmental
process;

● Continual assessment, evaluation, and feedback to keep the swimmers progressing;
● The achievement of elite performance is based on a multi-year training program;
● Meet competition should be strategically timed and used to stimulate year round

performance;
● Senior swimmers follow personal development plans/goals, developed with the coach;
● Peer support and team collaboration are critical for all to achieve individual successes.
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Development Roadmap

The swimmer development roadmap shows swimmers progressing through a series of phases
in their swimming career based on desire, dedication, ability and motivation.  During a
swimmers stay on the swim team, the swimmer will develop and improve skills that will allow
them to progress their levels of performance from developmental to elite.
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Coaching Philosophy

The USA Coaches philosophy is completely aligned to the Team’s Mission and Values.  The
coaching staff will actively promote physical fitness, develop leadership qualities and
sportsmanship, encourage team involvement, foster self discipline, build self confidence and
provide a competitive swimming experience in an environment where a swimmer's full potential
may be reached.

While it is obvious that USA is involved in helping swimmers to swim fast, that is not the only
purpose behind the coaching staff’s goals for the USA Swimmers. As a coaching staff we are
interested in using the sport of swimming to teach life skills. Some of these life skills are:

● Goal Setting - Help swimmers determine how to set and accomplish goals.
● Prioritizing - Help swimmers to place the important things in their lives first, after all these

are STUDENT Athletes with FAMILIES.
● Self-Motivation - Most things in life come from within, not from the outside.
● Work Ethic - The great American work ethic. Hard work always pays off.
● Limits and Boundaries - Each swimmer should strive to be the best that they can be and

not worry how others are doing. We encourage swimmers to be in control of the things
that they can do something about and to not worry about the things that they cannot
control. A swimmer can be in control of their work ethic; they cannot control the natural
abilities that they were given or what other swimmers are achieving.

● Team Work - A chain is only as strong as its weakest link.  USA wants to be a strong
chain.

● Healthy Lifestyle - Swimming for life.
● Responsibility - Decisions are made every day that will affect swimming and life. There

are consequences in every decision, good and bad.

USA employs coaches who have extensive experience in the sport of swimming and swim
coaching.

If you have questions about training or how you feel your swimmer is progressing please ask
your swimmer’s coach or the Head Coach.
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Team Affiliations

USA Swimming, Inc.

The United Swim Association swimmers and coaching staff are members of USA Swimming.
The organization directs America’s largest age group swimming program of guided fitness
activity for children.  The staff of USA Swimming works with 59 LSC’s (local swimming
committees), athletes, coaches and volunteers at all levels to provide a variety of services to
approximately 220,000 registered athletes, 20,000 non-athletes and 2,500 swim teams.  You
can visit the website at usaswimming.org.

Ohio Swimming, Inc. (OSI)

USA is also a member of OSI. The objectives and primary purpose of the OSI shall be the
education, instruction and training of individuals to develop and improve their capabilities in the
sport of swimming.  OSI shall promote swimming for the benefit of swimmers of all ages and
abilities, in accordance with the standards, rules, regulations, policies and procedures of FINA,
USA SWIMMING, and OSI and its Articles of Incorporation. OSI is the statewide organization
that is part of USA Swimming. This organization of volunteers organizes meets, adjudicates rule
disputes, and maintains swimming records.  You can visit the website at swimohio.org.
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Team Management

Administrative Structure

United Swim Association is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization registered with the State of Ohio.
The Head Coach and a volunteer Board of Directors operates the team.  The team employs
professional swim coaches to operate the day-to-day and on-deck swimming operations of the
team.  In addition the team employs a part time Team Administrator for accounting, registration
and other duties as specified by the Board of Directors.

Board of Directors

The names of the Board of Directors are available on our website.  To contact the Board of
Directors, please email board@swim4usa.com.

The Team is always looking for volunteers.  Board members are volunteer positions.  Board
members are specifically responsible for management and oversight of:

● Fundraising and seeking team sponsorships
● The budget and finances for the team
● Hiring and evaluating the Head Coach
● Procurement and inventory of equipment
● Marketing and social media
● Assist Head Coach in ordinary business and administrative functions of the team.

Board members do not have term limits, however, we do ask for at least a 2-year commitment.
We ask interested parents or friends of the team who wish to be Board Members to “Self
Identify” themselves to the Board President.  The Board of Directors reviews board candidate
requests.  The Board tries to match people to volunteer jobs on or off the Board that best meet
their talents and the team’s needs.

For more details on the Board of Directors, please refer to the United Swim Association Board of
Directors Manual/Handbook on our website.
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Financial Operating Philosophy

United Swim Association philosophy is to incur NO debt and to assure swim fees, sponsor
donations, and fundraising are sufficient to meet the needs of the team’s operating expenses
annually.  The team desires to have a modest reserve of cash to maintain team operations when
faced by unforeseen financial obligations.  The Team remains very transparent with finances to
assure that team fees and fundraising money is spent properly.  The team’s tax filings are
always available upon request.

Meet the Coaches
USA coaches are always available to meet with new and prospective swim families as well as
with our current swimmers and their families.  We ask that you set up time in advance with the
coaches through email (which can be found on the team’s website) or speak to them directly
before or after practice.

The United Swim Association Board of Directors feels that we have a top flight Coaching staff
that is able to meet or exceed your expectations.

Coaches Swim Credentials and Bios can be found on the Team’s Website at: swim4usa.com =>
Information => Meet Our Coaches.
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Team Registration, Fees & Expenses

Tryout/Evaluation

All new swimmers must tryout for the team. Tryout/Evaluations for new swimmers can be
scheduled by contacting the Head Coach or by going to the Website and working with the team
registrar.  In order to join a competitive swim group, a swimmer must be able to safely swim 25
yards unassisted without stopping for each of the 4 competitive strokes. Using its sole
discretion, the USA coaching staff will judge the swimmer’s ability and the swimmer’s placement
in a practice group for training.  Correct placement of a swimmer into a placement group is
important for a swimmer’s progression.  Placement into a group that is too easy or too advanced
will result in the swimmer not getting the proper training and will impact the swimmer’s
progression and success at meets.

The United Swim Association offers a wonderful Non-Competitive Swim Program available for
swimmers who are not yet prepared to meet the criteria outlined above.

Registration

Current Swim Year Registration Packet may be downloaded from the team’s website:
http://swim4usa.com.

Registration for the team happens at the beginning of the each swim year (September to
August) or prior to each season as identified below:

● Short-course season is September through March
● Long-course season is April to August.

We will accept registration mid-season for new swimmers to the team and provide a modest
pro-rating of the fees if space is available.

We ask the swimmers who wish to participate on the team register as soon as possible as
space is limited.
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Fees

All USA Family Account Balances must be paid in full prior to registration for the next season.
No swimmer with past-due unpaid registration fees from a previous season or who has unpaid
meet entry balances may begin practice of a new season.

Refund Policy

By enrolling in the USA program, families understand that they are financially obligated
to pay the total balance of all fees as outlined for the swim year (regardless of attendance
at practice).  Swim year is defined as beginning in September and ending in August.

There are no options to discontinue financial obligation midway through the year.  Refunds will
not be issued.

If a swim family feels they have a special circumstance they will need to send a written request
to the swim team Board of Directors for consideration (board@swim4usa.com).

Membership

Membership with the club is not guaranteed year-to-year. Families must register year to year to
be guaranteed a spot on the team.  Membership is not a right but rather a privilege.
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Swim Year Fees

Each swimmer is required to pay swim fees to participate as a member of the United Swim
Association.  Swim fees are different for each practice group and are outlined in our Registration
Packet which may be found on our team’s website; swim4usa.com. Swim Fees are used for
several purposes including but not limited to:

Fees and Fundraising Efforts Include

● Annual United States Swimming membership fees and Ohio Swimming membership
fees

● Annual United Swim Association registration fees
● Swim group training fees including but not limited to coaching, pool rent, etc.
● Team silicone cap and the team T-shirts
● Dryland training subsidy as defined for the swim year by the Head Coach and Board of

Directors for the Senior Select, U, and S groups
● Championship meets apparel
● Team end of season awards (Individual Swimmer Awards presented at the Team

Banquet)

Fees DO NOT Include

● Swim meet entry fee and expenses (see below)
● $150 Fundraising commitment (see Fundraising Requirements)
● Travel expenses
● Other team apparel (team suits, parkas, sweatshirts etc.), equipment (paddles,

kickboards, goggles etc.)
● Special events (team banquets or other socials)
● Credit card fees

USA Swim Club is a 501(c)3 not-for-profit organization that incurs no debt and must cover
annual expenses as detailed in the club’s bylaws. If unforeseen circumstances occur, swim fees
are subject to change.

Discounts

Families with multiple Competitive Swimmers:  2 competitive swimmer families will receive a
$50 discount per swim year; 3 competitive swimmer families will receive a $100 discount per
swim year; 4 competitive swimmer families will receive a $250 discount per swim year from the
total swim fees.

There are no discounts for the Non-competitive program.
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Swimmer Scholarships

USA offers 2 scholarships per swim year.  Please email teamadmin@swim4USA.com for an
application.

Payment Methods and Schedule

Payment in full is due at time of registration.

Payments are made online with a debit / credit card through the website at time of registration.
Members are responsible for all credit card fees.

If a family requires a different payment method or a payment plan, please contact the Team
Administrator, at teamadmin@swim4USA.com and we will work with you to get this set up.
There is a $25 processing charge to set up payment plans.  Our payment plans, require a
debit/credit card for payment and are as follows:

● Fall / winter only: 50% due at time of sign up, remainder due over 3 equal monthly
payments beginning September 1.

● Full year: 50% due at time of sign up, remainder due over 5 equal monthly payments
beginning September 1.
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Fee Proration

Under certain circumstances, the Board may vote to grant a proration of the swim fees outlined
in the chart below.  Consideration will only be made if there is space available in the swimmers
designated practice group.  There is a fixed cost of $115 to cover USA swimming registration,
team cap, 2 t-shirts and administrative charge.  The remaining registration fee is prorated based
on the number of weeks remaining in the season.

Month Joining Team Discount Applied to
Practice Group Swim Fee

Short Course

September 0%

October 0%

November 20%

December 30%

January 40%

Long Course

April 0%

May 25%

June 40%
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USA Swimming & Ohio Swimming Participation Membership Fees

United States Swimming is the governing body of all amateur & youth swimming in the country.
There is an annual membership fee that all athletes must pay to participate in swim meets and
practice.  This fee is approximately $77 per swim year but is subject to change; please check
the current swim year registration packet for exact amount.  Benefits of being a registered
athlete can be found on the USA Swimming website, usaswimming.org.

Upon receipt of registration fees swimmers will be added to the official team roster that is sent to
USA Swimming and Ohio Swimming.

Meet Entry Fees

Swim meets require entry fees. Entry fees are charged to each swimmer for each event they are
registered to compete in.  This money is paid to the Host Team of the meet to cover the
expenses of operating a meet.

Swim meet fees vary by meet and are set by the meet host team.

Swim meet entry fees include but are not limited to event fees, Ohio Swimming surcharge,
facility charge and credit card processing fees.

Families will be billed for swim meet entry fees on the first of each month for the fees their
swimmer(s) incurred from the previous month.  If a swimmer scratches (does not show), they
will still be charged for the fees associated with the event.  Please note that if a swimmer is a
“no show” for Sunday (or the last night) of a prelim/final meet and incurs a fine.  That family is
responsible to pay the team fine.

ALL swim families MUST have a credit card on file to pay for swim meet fees.  Members are
responsible for all credit card fees.
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Fundraising

Fundraising is necessary to ensure the team meets it’s annual financial obligations.  Swim fees
do not cover all of the annual operating expenses. To keep our training fees competitive with
other sports, we provide families the opportunity to fundraise to supplement the finances
needed to run the team. The expectation is that all families will participate in the Fundraising
Requirement listed below.  If a family chooses not to participate in the fundraising activities the
team will accept monetary donations equal to the family obligation. The team endeavors to
select fundraising activities that are fun and social for families and friends. The choice to
participate in the fundraiser or provide a monetary donation is at the discretion of the family
HOWEVER it is a requirement to do one or the other annually.

Fundraising Requirements

Each family will be required to sell 15 raffle tickets ($10) per ticket or make a $150
tax-deductible donation to the team.  Families may choose to pre-pay for their raffle tickets upon
registration.

Members are exempt from participating in the annual raffle if they swim exclusively with their
high school team during the high school swim season.

Attention Non-competitive Program participants:  there is NO fundraising requirement.

Sponsorship Donations

Sponsorship dollars also help cover operating costs for the swim team. Donations are tax
deductible as we are a 501(c)3 organization.  Specific benefits and details about sponsorship
donations may be found in the team’s sponsorship letter found on the team website
http://Swim4USA.com.  We encourage businesses and individuals to sponsor the team.
Sponsorship recognition is provided in various formats and ways; please contact us to get more
information about our sponsorship program.  Sponsorship donations cannot be applied towards
swim fees or fundraising requirements.
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Practice Information

Practice Group Assignment

The coaching staff will evaluate each swimmer either at group evaluations for new swimmers
(usually in August and March) or by appointment at a practice any time during the year. The
swimmer will be assigned a practice group based on age and ability. The final practice group
decision rests with the USA Head Coach.

Returning swimmers will be assigned to groups by the coaching staff.  The coaching staff will
communicate practice group assignments at the time of registration. If you have any questions
about assignments, contact the Head Coach.  Swimmers will be promoted to the next level
practice group when their coach determines they can be successful at the next level.

Any swimmer that feels they should be in another practice group should consult the coaching
staff.  The staff reserves the right to temporarily move a swimmer within levels.  If the
opportunity presents itself for a swimmer to move up to another group after the swim year has
begun, the swimmer will be obligated to pay the difference in swim year fees for the group
change.  If a swimmer needs to move down a practice group, a refund or credit will be issued.

Group Advancement

Advancing to the next/higher practice group will be at the sole discretion of the Coaching Staff.
Practice group promotion generally occurs only at the end of swim year, however it may occur
during the swim year if the swimmer is consistently demonstrating an ability to surpass the
training times and endurance levels of the current training group.  The fee differential will be
charged to a swimmer who moves into a higher swim group.
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Practice Schedule & Practice Cancellations

The practice schedule and off-days are available on the Team Calendar, which can be found on
the team website. If there are changes to practice schedules we will post them on the team’s
calendar. Please refer to the Calendar Page on the website for details.  It is the Swimmer and
Parent responsibility to check the team website, and text for updates.  It is also the Swimmer
and Parent responsibility to make sure the team has the correct contact information.

Practices will automatically cancel if the facilities USA rents for pool time close  Outdoor
practices will be delayed and/or cancelled in the event of lightning.  Practices will not be made
up in the event of weather or facility related cancellations.

Please ensure you are signed up for all communication methods available including Remind.
Details on these communication methods can be found on our website at swim4usa.com =>
Parents => Team Communication.
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Swimmer’s Training Responsibility

As a swimmer’s level of ability increases, so does his/her responsibility. As swimmers improve
there is a deep commitment that requires great effort on all parts. A swimmer has
responsibilities to the team, coach, parents, and most importantly to himself/herself. Swimmers
need to prepare themselves for a 100% effort each time they come to practice.

Swimmers may be required to bring specified training equipment to practice. It is the swimmer’s
responsibility to come prepared.

Always behave in a polite and appropriate manner.

● Remember, you are representing USA Swim Team and yourselves.
● Your actions reflect on the team’s image.
● Be enthusiastic and positive.
● Your attitude affects everyone around you.
● Be a leader and lead by doing!
● Be ultra-positive all the time and look to share this attitude with teammates.
● Challenge yourself on a daily basis.
● Don’t be afraid of the competition in practice and meets.
● Try to become the lane leader and motivate everyone in it.
● Practice consistency, Train Smart!
● Observe proper training habits.  This includes proper diet, rest and study habits.
● Your personal commitment to swimming and the team is important, but remember, you

are a student-athlete first.
● Understand that your team comes before individual accomplishment.
● Best times are only ONE of our major goals on the individual level, but supporting your

team and helping all swimmers to achieve their best will ensure the team scores the
highest possible score at meets.

● Exhibit team spirit and team pride.
● Show your support of others by cheering on your teammates.
● Work together to get Better

Please refer to the Team Code of Conduct for a complete list of swimmer and parent
expectations.
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Conditioning & Stroke Technique

During training sessions each coach will make sure a few key elements are present:

● Focus on Technique – technique is taught through drills. Each drill drives a specific
behavior, focuses on a specific aspect of a stroke, and works the swimmer’s muscle
memory.  To get the most from drill sets swimmers should focus on doing the drill
correctly not on being “FAST”.

● Aerobic Conditioning – Aerobic conditioning is used to train people to perform better
while doing something for a long period of time like swimming.  Usually this is done
through cardiovascular exercise, like running, swimming, aerobics, etc. A stronger heart
does not pump blood faster but more thoroughly.

● Anaerobic Conditioning -- is a technical word that literally means without oxygen, as
opposed to aerobic, swimmers are trained to swim efficiently without excessive
breathing.  This is what keeps the swimmers fast and focused in a race, especially
longer races, as they become fatigued.

● Feedback – each swimmer will be given appropriate feedback during practice.  The
swimmer has the responsibility to listen, ask questions and execute (demonstrate) that
they understand and can incorporate the feedback into their practice.  During meets
coaches will provide feedback, race strategy and other coaching.  At the end of an event
we request that swimmers go find the coach and get the feedback from the coach on
that race.  This immediate feedback is valuable to the swimmer.  Feedback comes in a
“positive sandwich” i.e. Positive comments➔ constructive feedback➔ Positive
comments.

The amount of stroke technique versus conditioning will depend on the practice group, the
swimmer’s ability and the focus of the practice. During the course of the season the focus of
practices will change as we prepare for championship meets that occur at the end of every
season.
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What to Bring

All swimmers are required to have:

● Swim Suit
● Goggles
● Swim Cap
● Kick Board
● Fins
● Hand Paddles (for swimmers 13 and over or as specified by their Coach)
● Water Bottle

Information on the specific kick board, fins and hand paddles may be obtained at the annual
team outfitting.  This information may also be found on the website, or by speaking with your
swimmer’s coach, or by speaking with the team’s outfitter.

Attendance

The coaches take attendance at practice, although there is no minimum practice requirement.
Swimming is a sport that requires practice; and, is an important consideration when evaluating a
swimmer’s performance.  A few rules of thumb:

● We ask that swimmers try to attend ALL practices per week.  It will help swimmers meet
their goals.

● Swimmers should practice with their assigned practice group.  Training is different for
different groups.  The drills, length of sets, interval times, etc. are specific for that group.
A swimmer of higher or lower ability from the group will hinder the training cohesion of
the group.

We understand that there are many competing priorities and time demands on our swimmers.
Many of the athletes play multiple sports or participate in other activities.  For this reason the
team endeavors to make the schedule as flexible and convenient as possible.

If you feel you need an exception to any of the above, please speak with the Head Coach.
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Arrival and Departure

Please try to arrive 5 to 10 minutes early, this will allow the swimmer time to change, get their
training gear to the end of the pool, have their swim caps and goggles on and be ready to begin
on time.  If there are other swimmers or teams in the water please be patient while they exit the
pool deck area.

The safety and well being of your child is of the utmost concern to us. The following guidelines
have been set to help ensure their safety. Please discuss these rules with your children so that
everyone understands what is expected.

Swimmers 8 & Under:

1. Please walk your children into the facility and assure they are safely in the pool for
practice with all of their equipment.

2. Please arrive back at the pool just prior to the completion of practice to assist your
children in collecting their training equipment.

All Swimmers:

1. When dropped off, go immediately inside the pool area. All children must stay in the pool
area during practice.

2. All trash must be picked up after practices and meets.
3. Swimmers must notify (ask) the coaches to leave the pool to go to the restroom or if a

swimmer must leave practice early.
4. Swimmers must not enter the pool before their scheduled practice time and should get

out as soon as their age group is released unless given prior permission by the head
coach to start early or remain late.

Please be prompt in picking up your swimmer.  Swimmers should be ready for pickup within 10
minutes of the practice finish time.  If coaches have to wait for you to pick up your child more
than once, the Head Coach will be notified.  If you continue to be late after the Head Coach
contacts you via email, the Head Coach will send a disciplinary note to the Board of Directors
for review and action.
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No Parents on the Pool Deck During Practices

United States Swimming states the following in its policy manual:

Parents being allowed on deck during practice are a liability and safety issue. The
policy is in place to prevent distractions for the coach(es) as well as the athletes. The
only individuals that should be on deck during a practice are the USA Swimming certified
coach members and those individuals the coach(es) deems necessary to assist in
conducting the practice, e.g. senior swimmers helping with age group swimmers;
volunteers acting as timers. 

USA practices are a time for your kids to be focused only on the coach's instructions.  Parents
are welcome to view all practice activities from designated locations at each of our practice
facilities.  Please ask the Coach at the beginning of the season where these locations are for
your swimmer’s practice time / location.
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Swim Meet Information

Meet Schedule

Season meet schedule is determined by the coaches and available online at the team website
http://Swim4USA.com.  We do our best to not make changes to the meet schedule however; the
meet schedule is subject to change for a variety of reasons.  Meets are to be swum as a team.
Swimmers are only able to participate in the scheduled meets with the team.

Regular Season Meets

The team participates in meets during the season approximately 1-2 weekends per month.
Regular season meets give the swimmers an opportunity to gain experience in competitive
racing.  The schedule has been designed to provide sufficient time between meets to train and
work on specific areas of focus before the next meet.

Important to note:
● The Coach chooses events a swimmer will swim at a meet.
● Regular Season meet participation is not mandatory but highly recommended
● Relays are decided by the Coach using different criteria, as a general rule of thumb, the

fastest swimmers swim the A relay.  However, the coach will also look at how a swimmer
is performing, look at the combination of swimmers, etc.  A goal of the Coaching staff is
to qualify as many relays as possible to swim at Championship Meets.

USA is a competitive swim team and dropping time on events at meets is a goal, BUT IT IS
NOT THE ONLY GOAL.  There is always a positive outcome when a swimmer races an event at
a meet.  Coaches may not be focused on a specific time, but on an element of their stroke, or a
particular aspect of the how the athlete swam the race.  Please do not measure success solely
on times.  A swimmer will not drop time every time they race.

Many USA swimming meets take place over 2 to 3 days (Friday, Saturday, and Sunday).  Friday
is usually a single session in the evening and events are most often made up of distance events
while Saturday and Sunday is divided into AM and PM sessions according to age groups and
events will vary depending on the meet.  Swimmers may attend a specific day or all days of the
meet during the sessions assigned to his/her age group. Session assignments differ from meet
to meet, and this information will be available to team members as soon as the meet entry
information is received from the host team.  In addition to these longer meets, we will attend 1 to
2 day B-meets.  These meets are a great way for beginning swimmers to get their feet wet in
competition.
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Meets have 2 formats - timed finals and prelim/finals.  In the timed finals format, the swimmer
swims his/her events only one time and that determines the final placing in the meet.  Most
meets are run in a timed finals format.  The prelims/finals format is usually reserved for larger
meets, Senior level meets, or Age Group Championship meets.  The preliminary swims are held
during the morning or afternoon sessions with the objective to qualify for that evening’s “finals”
session.  Depending on the meet, the fastest 8, 16, or 24 swimmers will return to swim in the
evening “finals” session.  A meet that brings back 24 swimmers for the evening will run A, B,
and C heats.  The fastest swimmers are in the A final.

Championship Meets

If a swimmer qualifies for a Championship Meet, either for an individual event or a relay they are
required to attend the meet and represent the team.

Regional Championship – This meet is for swimmers that have not met the State Junior
Olympic time standard in an event. This meet brings together various teams from a
geographic area to compete. This meet is held for both short-course (Winter) and
long-course (Summer) seasons.

State Junior Olympics – At the end of short course and long course seasons the Ohio State
Championship is held for age group swimmers. To qualify, a swimmer must have
achieved a state cut in his/her age group and must not age up prior to the meet (If a
swimmer’s birthday falls between Regional Champs and JO’s then they are eligible to
compete at JO’s in the new age group). Swimmers may also be selected to swim on a
state relay.  The coaches will notify these swimmers.

Senior Championship Meet – At the end of short course and long course seasons the Ohio
Senior Championship is held for all 15+ aged swimmers. Swimmers may also be
selected to swim on a state relay.  The coaches will notify these swimmers.

Zone Meet – A swimmer must achieve an “AAA” cut in an event. This meet is held in August for
age group swimmers, who will be part of the Ohio Swimming All Star Team.

USA Sectional Meet – This is the first step in competition at the National Level. A swimmer
must achieve a Sectional time to qualify.

Junior Nationals – The top 18 and under swimmers from around the nation will compete at the
USA Swimming Junior National Championships bi-annually.
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Senior Nationals – Top swimmers from around the nation, including U.S. Olympians, will
compete at the ConocoPhillips USA Swimming National Championships bi-annually. The
purpose of this competition is to select the year’s USA Swimming National Champions
and swimmers who will represent the USA in international competitions.

Meet Sign-up

Our team’s website allows the swimmer to sign-up or opt out of every meet.  Swim Families
should sign-up early to make sure a swimmer does not get left out of a meet.

Meets generally close entries 2 to 4 weeks prior to a meet.  Deadlines are posted for each meet
on the website.  Once the deadline has passed, there are no guarantees that swimmers will be
allowed to enter.  It is the responsibility of the parents to sign up swimmers for meets – parents
do not select events.  It is the responsibility of Coaches to select the events for swimmers who
have signed up for meets.

Relays – The Coach makes the final decision on who swims in which relay.  Relay teams are
generally made up of the fastest swimmers, however the Coach makes the final decision on
who swims in a relay.  When a relay team swims and attains a championship qualifying time, the
Team owns the time not the 4 swimmers who achieved the time.  For example the 15-16 Girls
USA A relay attained a championship qualifying time. The girls assigned to the A relay may
change from meet to meet.  The Head Coach based on swim times and his judgment will select
the 4 girls who ultimately represent the team at the Championship meet.  As a rule of thumb
they are the swimmers who have the fastest times, the Head Coach makes the final
determination.

If a swimmer signs up for a meet and does not attend, he/she is still obligated to pay the meet
fees.  If the swimmer is entered incorrectly and it is a coaches mistake, the swimmer will be
credited all meet fees.

Our team goal is for EVERY SWIM FAMILY to take advantage of the team’s website and have
100% opt in or opt out of every meet. Please let us know your intentions – we do not want to
have a swimmer miss a meet because they didn’t sign up.
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Meet Arrival Time

1. Arrive at the pool at least 15 minutes before the scheduled warm-up begins.
2. Go to the locker room and change.
3. Swimmers MUST wear a team swim cap. Wearing the team cap promotes team unity

and pride.
4. Before going up to the stands, parents should remind their swimmer what events he/she

is swimming. You might write this on your swimmer's hand in ink (Sharpie marker is best)
after checking the "heat sheets"/program which is on sale in the lobby of each pool
facility.

5. Swimmers should join their coach and team members on the pool deck.
6. Parents are NOT permitted on the pool deck during swim meets unless signed up to

volunteer / time.

Again, all swimmers should arrive at the meet pool by the designated time for check-in and
warm-ups. Late arrivals can lose their place in an event. You must have your swimmer check-in
with a coach.  Meet warm-up times are posted in the meet information link on the Meet
Schedule page of the website.  Warm up times may change each day of the meet - read this
information carefully.

Each meet is different and timing of events and swim times vary – please make sure you talk to
the coach or look at the information on the website for the specific meet you are attending.
Meet information will be posted as soon as it is available to the Team.  If the info is not there
check back or ask your Coach.
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What Do I Bring to a Swim Meet?

□ Competition Suit – don’t laugh people forget swimsuits
□ Two pairs of goggles are highly recommended. Sooner or later an older pair of goggles

is bound to break and having a back-up pair definitely prevents stress.
□ A large towel(s) helps keep the swimmers dry and offers something to sit on.
□ Food and drink. Most meets generally offer a variety of snack bar type food that can be

purchased.  We recommend you bring some additional favorite food and drinks. (Certain
facilities may not allow food on the pool deck.) Swimmers should not eat for at least thirty
minutes prior to an event.

□ Swimmers leaving the pool deck area should always notify one of the coaches before
doing so. They should wear footwear of some type since many facilities do not allow
walking around the buildings barefoot.

□ Playing cards, books, portable music players with earbuds/headphones, something to
pass the time.

□ Please do not leave valuables in the open while swimming. Keep them packed away in
your swim bags.

During the Meets

During meets, swimmers should stay near the team in the designated USA area if one is
provided or stay with their Parents.  It is the swimmers responsibility to pay attention and make
sure they get to the bullpen/starting blocks for their races.  Swimmers should:

● Cheer on their teammates and make the meet experience a good one for all participants
● Congratulate your competitors, it is good sportsmanship
● Remember the team values and demonstrate them at the meets.

Parents are strongly encouraged to sit together during meets and cheer for All USA Swimmers.

Meet Awards

Swimmers compete for ribbons, medals and awards at meets.  Each meet sets the number of
swimmers who will receive awards.  For example some give out awards to the top 6, others to
the top 12.  Please check the meet information for specific meet details on awards.  At most
meets awards are given to the Coaches at the end of the swim meet.  The awards will be
handed out at practices.
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Disqualifications

Swimmers are judged according to the USA Swimming Rules & Regulations for competition.
Unfortunately, swimmers are sometimes disqualified during a race, usually for executing a start,
stroke, turn or finish illegally. They may also be disqualified for early takeoff in relays. The
starter, stroke and turn judges, and the referee may disqualify swimmers. It is important to
remember that the meet referee has the ability to disqualify individual competitors for poor
sportsmanship and conduct as well.

Officials are parent volunteers who have received specific USA training. Their purpose is to
assure that no swimmer gains an unfair advantage over another swimmer. When time permits,
an official will seek out the swimmer or their coach to explain the reason for disqualification. Do
not, under any circumstances, approach any official regarding a disqualification. By USA rule,
only a Coach may do so. Disregarding this rule could cause the team to incur sanctions or
prompt your removal from the competition venue.

As with any concern, please approach a board member or coach for assistance. Please
represent yourself; your swimmer and the team well by being courteous and respectful of
officials as well as all other meet volunteers.

Away Meet Hotels

The team obtains a block of rooms at a hotel so the team can be located at one hotel.  It is the
responsibility of the Parents/Swimmers to reserve the hotel rooms.  Details on the hotels, timing
to reserve the rooms, etc. are all located on the team’s website.  You must be logged in to view
this information, which can be found under swim4usa.com => Meet/Events => Away Meet Hotel
Information.

Team Swimsuits, Swim Caps and Apparel

The team has chosen competition swimsuits, which may be worn to practices and should
always be worn to all meets. Technical Speed Suits are NOT required; but if you do wear them
please make sure they meet FINA requirements.  Please work with our team outfitter for proper
fitting and team discounts on these suits.

All USA swimmers will receive a team T-shirt(s) at the beginning of the swim year and a Team
Swim Cap. Additional team shirts, caps and Spirit Wear will be available for purchase.  Team
Caps MUST BE WORN at all meets by ALL Male and Female Swimmers.  The head coach will
specify team shirts to be worn each day of the meet. Look for pre-meet email from the head
coach for details.
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Team Cap Policy

Swimmers must wear a USA cap while competing in all meets with USA.

All competitive swimmers will receive 1 new white USA silicone cap per swim year.**

All non-competitive swimmers will receive 1 new white USA latex cap per swim year.**

Swimmers qualifying for and participating at the State Junior Olympic Meet will receive 1 new
black USA (STATE TEAM) silicone cap per swim year.**

Swimmers qualifying for and participating in any National Team Meets (Sectional, Futures,
Junior Nationals) will receive 1 new black USA (NATIONAL TEAM) silicone cap per swim year.**

**Swim year is defined as both short course and long course combined.  Our swim year begins
new each September. 

If a silicone cap is lost or ripped, a swimmer may purchase a new cap at the same cost the team
pays for them (currently that cost is $10/white silicone cap and $12/black silicone cap).
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Team Records and Motivational Times

Swimmers should realize that they are competing against the clock as well as other swimmers
in the water.

USA Team records are noted on the team website.  Records will be updated at the end of each
season.

National Motivational Times – These are age group time standards designed to encourage age
group swimmers to step their swimming up to the next level. These time standards guide you
from just starting out in your age group to reaching your highest potential. Start at Level B and
work your way up to Level AAAA times.  As you become a better swimmer your times will
improve and you'll find yourself shifting from one standard to another.  A link to National Time
Standards can be found on the team’s website under Athletes => Time Standards.

B TIMES The “B” time standard is usually the one you'll reach first. It is a measure of time and
competence in the performance of that stroke. Achieving a 'B' time at a swim meet
indicates a correct execution of complicated stroke technique. A 'B' time represents a
level equal to 68% of the National Top 16 Reportable Time.

BB TIMES It is a very big step when you achieve a "BB" time. In addition to the correct performance
of a particular stroke, you have also achieved a speed only a limited percentage of
swimmers can perform. Like "B" times, each age group has its own list of "BB" times. A
'BB' time represents a level equal to 75% of the National Top 16 Reportable Time.

A TIMES An 'A' time represents a level equal to 84% of the National Top 16 Reportable Time.

AA TIMES There is a much smaller gap between "AA" and "A" as compared to the wide one
between "B" and "A". You often need an "AA" time to compete in a Trials and Finals
format meet. An 'AA' time represents a level equal to 89% of the National Top 16
Reportable Time.

AAA TIMES A 'AAA' time represents a level equal to 93% of the National Top 16 Reportable Time.

AAAA TIMES These are the highest levels in the National Age Group Times progressions. A 'AAAA'
time represents a level equal to 97% of the National Top 16 Reportable Time.

A NRT represents a level that a swimmer must surpass in order to submit their names for
consideration on the annual Top 16 list. The annual rankings (short course and long course) are
published in Swimming World magazine and each qualifier receives a certificate of recognition from
USAS. Swimmers earning a NRT Time are in the Top 1% of American Age Group swimmers.
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Basic Rules

USA Swimming Rules

USA Swimming rules and regulations can be found on the USA Swimming website.
http://usaswimming.org.  All swimmers are required to follow USA Swimming rules and
regulations.

Swimmer’s Age

Classified age groups- A swimmer’s age on the first day of a meet will determine the age
classification for the entire meet.  Typical age groups are:  8 and under, 10 and under, 11-12,
13-14, and 15 and over.  Open events are open to all swimmers regardless of age.  Younger
swimmers (12 and under) will compete in these open events at the Coach’s discretion.

Team Conduct

We require all swimmers and their families follow the United Swim Association Team Code of
Conduct (Appendix 1).  The Coach has the responsibility to manage and if necessary follow our
Team disciplinary process for both swimmers and their families if required.

If for some reason good self-discipline cannot be maintained by the swimmer and/or their family
member during practices, meets, or other team activity, the coach will contact the swimmer's
parents.  In the event the issue is with a family member, the coach will provide a detailed write
up to the Board.  The Board will then contact the family member for follow up.

If the swimmer and/or family member’s behavior does not improve, he/she will be dropped from
the team. Under this circumstance, registration fees will not be refunded. This is entirely at the
discretion of the Board and/or coaches.

If there is a concern about any issues that a parent cannot resolve with the Coach they should
discuss the issue with the Head Coach.  If the matter is still unresolved the issue should be
raised to the Board of Directors.

Being a member of any swim team is a privilege NOT a right.  Swimming is a voluntary,
healthy, and fun activity for all concerned and we hope to never have to release a
swimmer or family from the program.
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Social Activities

Awards Banquet

An awards banquet is held at the end of each short-course and long-course season.  Details
may be found on the team’s website.

Team Pictures

Team pictures are taken each year in the fall. Dates will be posted on the website calendar.
Please also note our Team Photography Policy detailed in the Appendix.

Team Dinners & Social Activities

Team volunteers work hard to make being a member of United Swim Association a fun and
enjoyable experience for the entire family. We pride ourselves on our family environment and on
our social events.  All team-wide social events are posted on the calendar on the team’s website
and when possible, communicated about via email and posted to the teams private Facebook
page. Practice Group Socials are typically communicated via email to the specific Practice
Group members.
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Parent Expectations

Parent Education

There are many aspects to the sport of swimming. The coaches and Board of Directors are
always willing to meet with families to provide the opportunity for our families to learn more
about the sport of swimming.  If you are interested in a specific topic, please email the Team
Administrator – teamadmin@swim4usa.com.  Chances are if you are curious, others are as
well!

Parent Participation

Because there are so many jobs to be done, parent participation is requested and needed to
sustain the team.  Please see the website for open positions or speak to one of the Board
Members to see where and how you can volunteer.

Many of the larger meets USA attends that offer many competitive swim lanes are starting to
require host teams to help supply volunteer timers. USA will post a “Job Signup” link on the
“Meets/Events Info” page under the meet name.  Please plan to help a few times throughout
each season.

How to Communicate with a Coach

If you have any questions or concerns, please direct these to the coaches before or after
practice or via email.  Please allow the coaches to focus on the swimmers during practice – do
not engage the coaches during practice.

Please email the Head Coach with any questions or concerns through the season. Contact
information is located on the Website for all coaches at Information => Meet Our Coaches.
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Ten Commandments for Swim Parents

This is a subset of an article from USA Swimming providing excellent guiding principles for
parents.

● Thou shalt not impose your ambitions on thy child.

● Thou shalt be supportive no matter what.

● Thou shalt not coach thy child.

● Thou shalt only have positive things to say at a swimming meet.

● Thou shalt acknowledge thy child's fears.  The first time a swimmer swims a 500 free or
200 IM (etc…) can be a stressful situation. It is totally appropriate for your child to be
scared.

● Thou shalt not criticize the officials.

● Honor thy child's coach.

● Thou shalt be loyal and supportive of thy team.

● Thy child shalt have goals besides winning and JO Qualifying times.

● Thou shalt not expect thy child to become an Olympian.

For a full description of each of the “Ten Commandments for Swim Parents” please do a Google
search to find the link.  The details behind each are very good – if you have time please read it.

Please refer to the Team Code of Conduct for a complete list of swimmer and parent
expectations.
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Communication and Information Sharing
We have several forms of communication available to get important and timely information to
you. 

website - Please check our website daily as we keep it up to date with the latest team
information, and updates.  We have a lot of educational information for you and your swimmer.

OnDeck App – This is the app version of our team website. You can get to most of the features
and information you can find directly on our website.

Email - We send Meet Entry information, practice changes, announcements, news and more
through our team email system. Coaches email addresses can be found on the website under
Information => Meet our Coaches.  Other important email addresses including the Head Coach,
Team Administrator and Board of Directors can be found under Contact Us on the website.

Text Alerts (via Remind101) - To receive last minute communications regarding practice, meet
information and more, please sign up for Practice Group Remind 101 text alerts.  Click on the
applicable links or use the text information below:

● Senior Select Practice Group:  Text @srselect to 81010 
● U Practice Group:  Text @usa-u to 81010
● S Practice Group:  Text @usa-s to 81010 
● A Practice Group:  Text @usa-a to 81010
● Stripes Practice Group:  Text @usastripes to 81010

Twitter - You can follow us on Twitter under the name “swim4usa”.  You do not have to "Tweet"
but if you download the free app for your smart phone or tablet, you can receive our important
messages quickly.

Facebook - You can join our group on private Facebook page by searching for “swim4usa”.
Please do not use this page for asking a direct question that the Head Coach is readily available
to answer via email.  This page is for celebrating team success, sharing team photos,
trading/selling swim apparel/equipment and information exchange.  It is NOT a place to share
frustrations that should be directed to your swimmer’s coach, the Head Coach or the Board of
Directors.

Other important means of communication can be found on our website under Parents =>Team
Communication.
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Feedback, Questions, Concerns

Please provide us your feedback, it is important for the on-going vitality of the team.  All the
Coaches and Board Members are available to answer any and all questions.
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Appendix 1: United Swim Association Team Code of Conduct
Overview

The purpose of our Team Code of Conduct for athletes and parents is to establish consistent
expectations for athlete and family member behavior. All members (swimmers and their
families) are responsible for adhering to this code.

Athlete Code of Conduct

❏ I will be committed to the Team’s Mission.
❏ I will be committed to the Team’s Values.
❏ I will abide by the Team’s Swimmer Training Responsibilities found in this document.
❏ I will come prepared to practice with the necessary equipment.
❏ I will respect and show courtesy to my teammates and coaches at all times.
❏ I will demonstrate good sportsmanship at all practices and meets.
❏ I will set a good example of behavior and work ethic for my younger teammates.
❏ I will be respectful of my teammates’ feelings and personal space.  Swimmers who

exhibit sexist, racist, homophobic, or otherwise inappropriate behavior will be faced with
consequences.

❏ I will attend all team meetings and training sessions, unless my coach excuses me.
❏ I will show respect for all facilities and other property (including locker rooms) used

during practices, competitions, and team activities. This includes cleaning up any
garbage or other messes left by my teammates or myself.

❏ I will refrain from foul language, violence, behavior deemed dishonest, offensive, or
illegal.

❏ If I disagree with an official’s call, I will talk with my coach and not approach the official
directly.

❏ I will obey all of USA Swimming’s rules and codes of conduct (found on the
usaswimming.org website).

❏ I will not act in a manner that is unbecoming of an athlete representing United Swim
Association.

I understand that if I violate this code of conduct, I will be subject to disciplinary action
determined by my coaches and the swim club’s Board of Directors.
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Parent/Family Members Code of Conduct

The purpose of a code of conduct for parents/family members is to establish consistent
expectations for behavior by parents and family members. As a parent/guardian, I understand
that it is essential to provide the coaching staff with respect and the authority to coach the team.
I agree with the following statements:

❏ I will be committed to supporting the Team’s Mission.
❏ I will be committed to supporting the Team’s Values.
❏ I will be committed to picking my swimmer up on time at the end of practice.
❏ I will set the right example for our children by demonstrating sportsmanship and showing

respect and common courtesy at all times to the team members, coaches, competitors,
officials, parents, and all facilities.

❏ I will get involved by volunteering, cheering at meets, and talking with my child and their
coach about their progress.

❏ I will refrain from coaching my child from the stands during practices or meets.
❏ I understand that criticizing, name-calling, use of abusive language or gestures directed

toward coaches, officials, volunteers, and/or any participating swimmer will not be
tolerated.  I will maintain self-control at all times.

❏ I will respect the integrity of the officials.  I will follow USA Swimming Rules; and, during
competitions will direct any questions or concerns regarding decisions made by meet
officials to a member of our coaching staff. I understand that it is a violation of USA
Swimming Rules to address officials.

❏ I will enjoy involvement with the team by supporting the swimmers, coaches and other
parents with positive communication and actions.

❏ I will direct my concerns first to the practice group coach. If not satisfied I will direct my
concerns to the Head Coach.  Lastly, if my concerns are not resolved, I will direct my
concerns to the Board of Directors.

❏ I will not act in a manner that is unbecoming of a parent/family member of a United Swim
Association swimmer.

I understand that if I violate this code of conduct, I will be subject to disciplinary action
determined by the coaches and the swim club’s Board of Directors.
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Appendix 2: SafeSport Best Practice Guidelines

The items below have been adapted directly from USA Swimming SafeSport. In addition
to these items, all coaches, families and swimmers of the team are required to read and
be aware of the USA Swimming Minor Athlete Abuse Prevention Policy.  That policy
have been directly copied and pasted into this document as the final appendix.

Overview

USA Swimming and United Swim Association are committed to fostering a fun, healthy, and
safe environment for all of its members.  We must recognize that the safety of swimmers lies
with all those involved in the sport and is not the sole responsibility of any one person at the
club, LSC, or national level.  This means that everyone – national office, coaches, officials,
parents, and athletes – are essential to creating a culture where all forms of misconduct are
intolerable and eliminated as soon as possible.

The USA Swimming SafeSport program offers the following Best Practice Guidelines to help
everyone participate in the achievement of these goals.

SafeSport Best Practices

1) Parents should be encouraged to appropriately support their children’s swimming
experience.

2) All swimming practices should be open to observation by parents. (This does not mean
being on the pool deck, but rather being in view of the practice.).

3) Two-deep Leadership: One coach member and at least one other adult who is not in the
water should be present at all practices and other sanctioned club activities whenever at
least one athlete is present. Clubs and coaches should evaluate their seasonal plans
and map out how to best accomplish this strongly recommended guideline.

4) Open and Observable Environment: An open and observable environment should be
maintained for all interactions between adults and athletes. Private or one-on-one
situations should be avoided unless they are open and observable. Common sense
should be used to move a meeting to an open and observable location if the meeting
inadvertently begins in private.

5) Coaches should not invite or have an athlete(s) to their home without the permission of
the athlete’s parents (or legal guardian).

6) During team travel, when doing room checks, attending team meetings and/or other
activities, two-deep leadership and open and observable environments should be
maintained.
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7) Athletes should not ride in a coach’s vehicle without another adult present that is the
same gender as the athlete, unless prior parental permission is obtained.

8) During overnight team travel, if athletes are paired with other athletes they shall be of the
same gender and should be a similar age. Where athletes are age 13 & Over,
chaperones and/or team managers would ideally stay in nearby rooms. When athletes
are age 12 & Under, chaperones and/or team managers may stay with athletes. Where
chaperones/team managers are staying in a room with athletes, they should be the
same gender as the athlete and written consent should be given by athlete’s parents (or
legal guardian).

9) When only one athlete and one coach travel to a competition, at the competition the
coach and athlete should attempt to establish a “buddy” club to associate with during the
competition and when away from the venue.

10) Communications between non-athlete adult members and athletes should not include
any topic or language that is sexual or inappropriate in nature.

11) Non-athlete adult members should respect the privacy of athletes in situations such as
changing of clothes, showering, etc. Non-athlete adult members should protect their own
privacy in similar situations.

12) Relationships of a peer-to-peer nature with any athletes should be avoided. For
example, coaches should avoid sharing their own personal problems with athletes.

13) Coaches and other non-athlete adult members should avoid horseplay and
roughhousing with athletes.

14) When a coach touches an athlete as part of instruction, the coach should do so in direct
view of others and inform the athlete of what he/she is doing prior to the initial contact.
Touching athletes should be minimized outside the boundaries of what is considered
normal instruction.  Appropriate interaction would include high fives, fist bumps,
side-to-side hugs and handshakes.

15) Coaches should not initiate contact with or accept supervisory responsibility for athletes
outside club programs and activities.

16) Coaches should not engage in sexual intimacies with a former athlete for at least two
years after the cessation or termination of professional services.

17) Because sexual intimacies with a former athlete are frequently harmful to the athlete,
and because such intimacies undermine public confidence in the coaching profession
and thereby deter the public’s use of needed services, coaches should not engage in
sexual intimacies with former athletes even after a two-year interval except in the most
unusual circumstances. The coach who engages in such activity after the two years
following cessation or termination of the coach-athlete relationship bears the burden of
demonstrating that there has been no exploitation, in light of all relevant factors,
including:
a) The amount of time that has passed since the coach-athlete relationship terminated;
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b) The circumstances of termination;
c) The athlete’s personal history;
d) The athlete’s current mental status;
e) The likelihood of adverse impact on the athlete and others; and
f) Any statements or actions made by the coach during the course of the athlete-coach

relationship suggesting or inviting the possibility of a post-termination sexual or
romantic relationship with the athlete or coach.

g) Both the athlete and the coach must be 18 years of age or older.
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Appendix 3: Team Travel Policy

Adapted directly from USA Swimming SafeSport

Overview

Team Travel is defined as overnight travel to a swim meet or other team activity that is planned
and supervised by the club (e.g. summer travel trip) or LSC (e.g. summer Zones).  Many of the
policies below are required by USA Swimming and are Code of Conduct related items as
specified in the USA Swimming Rulebook.  These policies apply any time a USA swimmer is
traveling with the team or with Team Ohio.

Travel Policy

● The team travel policy applies to all athletes, parents, coaches and other adults traveling
with the team.

● All chaperones must be members of USA Swimming and have successfully passed a
USA Swimming administered criminal background check. Please see the Team
Administrator for information on how to obtain membership and the background check.

● Regardless of gender, a coach shall not share a hotel room or other sleeping
arrangement with an athlete (unless the coach is the parent, guardian, sibling, or spouse
of that particular athlete).

● When only one athlete and one coach travel to a competition, the athlete must have
his/her parents’ (or legal guardian’s) written permission in advance to travel alone with
the coach.

● When possible during team travel, when doing room checks, attending team meetings
and/or other activities, two deep leadership and open and observable environments
should be maintained.

● Athletes should not ride in a coach’s vehicle without another adult present who is the
same gender as the athlete, unless prior parental permission is obtained.

● During overnight team travel, if athletes are paired with other athletes they shall be of the
same gender and should be a similar age. Where athletes are age 13 & over,
chaperones and/or team managers would ideally stay in nearby rooms. When athletes
are age 12 & under, chaperones and/or team managers may stay with athletes. Where
chaperones/team managers are staying in a room with athletes, they should be the
same gender as the athlete and written consent should be given by athlete’s parents (or
legal guardian).

● When only one athlete and one coach travel to a competition, at the competition the
coach and athlete should attempt to establish a “buddy” club to associate with during the
competition and when away from the venue.
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● To ensure the propriety of the athletes and to protect the staff, there will be no male
athletes in female athlete’s rooms and no female athletes in male athlete’s rooms
(unless the other athlete is a sibling or spouse of that particular athlete).

● Prior to travel all medical consent and authorization to treat, emergency contact and
liability release/indemnification forms must be completed and turned into the Team
Administrator.

● The Coaches and Chaperones will establish curfews for each day of the trip.
● The directions & decisions of Coaches/Chaperones are final.
● Swimmers are expected to remain with the team at all times during the trip. Swimmers

are not to leave the competition venue, the hotel, a restaurant, or any other place at
which the team has gathered without the permission/knowledge of the Coach or
Chaperone.

● When visiting public places such as shopping malls, movie theatres, etc. swimmers will
stay in groups of no less than three persons. 12 & Under athletes will be accompanied
by a Chaperone.

● The Head Coach or his/her designee shall make a written report of any travel policy or
team code of conduct violations to the appropriate parent or legal guardian of any
affected minor athlete.
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Additional Travel Guidelines

Safety

● Depending on the location and activity, additional guidelines may be established as
needed by the Coaches/Chaperones.

● Respect the privacy of each other.
● Only hotel rooms with interior entrances will be used for team travel.
● Swimmers must wear seat belts and remain seated in vehicles.

Behavior

● Be quiet and respect the rights of teammates and others in hotel.
● Be prompt and on time.
● The Head Coach has the right to ask swimmers to turn off and put away and/all

electronic devices.
● Respect travel vehicles.
● The Coach will establish the dress code / team shirt to be worn when traveling.
● Use appropriate behavior in public facilities.
● After curfew, all swimmers must stay in assigned hotel room.
● Room changes are NOT allowed without the direct approval from the Head Coach.

Financial

● No room service is allowed.
● Swimmers responsible for all incidental charges.
● Swimmers responsible for any damages or thievery at hotel.
● Swimmer must participate in contracted group meals.

General

● Parent(s) responsible for getting swimmer(s) to stated departure point and for picking up
swimmers upon return.
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Team Travel Code of Conduct

All team members, team staff, and parents of minors are apprised in writing of this Code of
Conduct upon registration.  Completion of registration constitutes unconditional agreement to
comply with the stipulations within this document.

● Team members will display proper respect and sportsmanship toward coaches, officials,
administrators, teammates, fellow competitors and the public at all times.

● Team members and staff will refrain from any illegal or inappropriate behavior that would
detract from a positive image of the team or be detrimental to its performance objectives.

● The possession or use of alcohol or tobacco products by any athlete is prohibited.
● The possession, use, or sale/distribution of any controlled or illegal substance or any

form of weapon is strictly forbidden.
● No “deck changes” are permitted. Athletes are expected to use available change

facilities.
● Team members are reminded that when competing in meets, traveling on trips, and

attending other meet related functions, they are representing both themselves and
United Swim Association. Athlete behavior must positively reflect the high standards of
the club.

● Swimmers are to refrain from inappropriate physical contact at team activities and
events.

● Swimmers are to refrain from use of inappropriate language.

Failure to comply with Travel Code of Conduct as set forth in this document may result in
disciplinary action. Such discipline may include, but may not be limited to:

● Dismissal from the trip and immediate return home at the athlete’s expense
● Disqualification from one or more events, or all events of competition
● Disqualification from future team travel meets
● Financial penalties
● Dismissal from the team
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Appendix 4: Action Plan to Address Bullying
Adapted directly from USA Swimming SafeSport

Overview

Bullying of any kind is unacceptable at United Swim Association and will not be tolerated.
Bullying is counterproductive to team spirit and can be devastating to a victim. USA is
committed to providing a safe, caring and friendly environment for all of our members. If bullying
does occur, all athletes and parents should know that incidents would be dealt with promptly
and effectively. Anyone who knows that bullying is happening is expected to tell a coach, board
member or athlete/mentor.

Objectives of the United Swim Association’s Bullying Policy and Action Plan:

● To make it clear that United Swim Association will not tolerate bullying in any form.
● To define bullying and give all board members, coaches, parents and swimmers a good

understanding of what bullying is.
● To make it known to all parents, swimmers and coaching staff that there is a policy and

protocol should any bullying issues arise.
● To make how to report bullying clear and understandable.
● To spread the word that United Swim Association takes bullying seriously and that all

swimmers and parents can be assured that they will be supported when bullying is
reported.

What is Bullying

The USA Swimming Code of Conduct prohibits bullying. Generally, bullying is the use of
aggression, whether intentional or not, which hurts another person. Bullying results in pain and
distress.

The USA Swimming Code of Conduct defines bullying as the severe or repeated use by one or
more USA Swimming members of oral, written, electronic or other technological expression,
image, sound, data or intelligence of any nature (regardless of the method of transmission), or a
physical act or gesture, or any combination thereof, directed at any other member that to a
reasonably objective person has the effect of:

● Causing physical or emotional harm to the other member or damage to the other
member’s property;

● Placing the other member in reasonable fear of harm to himself/herself or of damage to
his/her property;
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● Creating a hostile environment for the other member at any USA Swimming activity;
● Infringing on the rights of the other member at any USA Swimming activity; or
● Materially and substantially disrupting the training process or the orderly operation of any

USA Swimming activity (which for the purposes of this section shall include, without
limitation, practices, workouts and other events of a member club or LSC).

Reporting Procedure

An athlete who feels that he or she has been bullied is asked to do one or more of the following
things:

● Talk to your parents;
● Talk to a Club Coach, Board Member, or other designated individual;
● Write a letter or email to the Club Coach, Board Member, or other designated individual;
● Make a report to the USA Swimming Safe Sport staff.

There is no express time limit for initiating a complaint under this procedure.  Every effort should
be made to bring the complaint to the attention of the appropriate club leadership as soon as
possible.  This ensures memories are fresh and behavior can be accurately recalled and the
bullying behavior can be stopped as soon as possible.

How We Handle Bullying

If bullying is occurring during team‐related activities, we STOP THE BULLYING ON THE SPOT
using the following steps:

● Intervene immediately. It is ok to get another adult to help.
● Separate the kids involved.
● Make sure everyone is safe.
● Meet any immediate medical or mental health needs.
● Stay calm. Reassure the kids involved, including bystanders.
● Model respectful behavior when you intervene.

If bullying is occurring at our club or it is reported to be occurring at our club, we address the
bullying by FINDING OUT WHAT HAPPENED and SUPPORTING THE KIDS INVOLVED using
the following approach:
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Finding Out What Happened

First, we get the facts.

1) Keep all the involved children separate.
2) Get the story from several sources, both adults and kids.
3) Listen without blaming.
4) We will not call the act “bullying” while trying to understand what happened.
5) It may be difficult to get the whole story, especially if multiple athletes are involved or the

bullying involves social bullying or cyber bullying.
6) Collect all available information.

Then, we determine if it's bullying.

There are many behaviors that look like bullying but require different approaches. It is important
to determine whether the situation is bullying or something else.

1) Review the USA Swimming definition of bullying;
2) To determine if the behavior is bullying or something else, consider the following questions:

a) What is the history between the kids involved?
b) Have there been past conflicts?
c) Is there a power imbalance? Remember that a power imbalance is not limited to physical

strength. It is sometimes not easily recognized. If the targeted child feels like there is a
power imbalance, there probably is.

d) Has this happened before? Is the child worried it will happen again?
3) Remember that it may not matter “who started it.” Some kids who are bullied may be seen

as annoying or provoking, but this does not excuse the bullying behavior.
4) Once you have determined if the situation is bullying, support all of the kids involved.
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Supporting the Kids Involved

Support the kids who are being bullied

1) Listen and focus on the child. Learn what’s been going on and show you want to help.
Assure the child that bullying is not their fault.

2) Work together to resolve the situation and protect the bullied child. The child, parents, and
fellow team members and coaches may all have valuable input. It may help to:
a) Ask the child being bullied what can be done to make him or her feel safe. Remember

that changes to routine should be minimized. He or she is not at fault and should not be
singled out. For example, consider rearranging lane assignments for everyone. If bigger
moves are necessary, such as switching practice groups, the child who is bullied should
not be forced to change.

b) Develop a game plan. Maintain open communication between the Club and parents.
Discuss the steps that will be taken and how bullying will be addressed going forward.

3) Be persistent. Bullying may not end overnight. Commit to making it stop and consistently
support the bullied child.

Address bullying behavior

1) Make sure the child knows what the problem behavior is. Young people who bully must learn
their behavior is wrong and harms others.

2) Show kids that bullying is taken seriously. Calmly tell the child that bullying will not be
tolerated. Model respectful behavior when addressing the problem.

3) Work with the child to understand some of the reasons he or she bullied. For example:
a) Sometimes children bully to fit in or just to make fun of someone is a little different from

them. In other words, there may be some insecurity involved.
b) Other times kids act out because something else—issues at home, abuse, stress—is

going on in their lives. They also may have been bullied. These kids may be in need of
additional support.

4) Involve the kid who bullied in making amends or repairing the situation. The goal is to help
them see how their actions affect others. For example, the child can:
a) Write a letter apologizing to the athlete who was bullied.
b) Do a good deed for the person who was bullied, for the Club, or for others in your

community.
c) Clean up, repair, or pay for any property they damaged.

5) Avoid strategies that don’t work or have negative consequences:
a) Zero tolerance or “three strikes, you’re out” strategies don’t work. Suspending or

removing from the team swimmers who bully does not reduce bullying behavior.
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Swimmers may be less likely to report and address bullying if suspension or getting
kicked off the team is the consequence.

b) Conflict resolution and peer mediation don’t work for bullying. Bullying is not a conflict
between people of equal power who share equal blame. Facing those who have bullied
may further upset kids who have been bullied.

6) Follow‐up. After the bullying issue is resolved, continue finding ways to help the child who
bullied to understand how what they do affects other people. For example, praise acts of
kindness or talk about what it means to be a good teammate.

Support bystanders who witness bullying.

Every day, kids witness bullying. They want to help, but don’t know how. Fortunately, there are a
few simple, safe ways that athletes can help stop bullying when they see it happening.

1) Be a friend to the person being bullied;
2) Tell a trusted adult – your parent, coach, or club board member;
3) Help the kid being bullied get away from the situation. Create a distraction, focus the

attention on something else, or offer a way for the target to get out of the situation. “Let’s go,
practice is about to start.”

4) Set a good example by not bullying others.
5) Don’t give the bully an audience. Bullies are encouraged by the attention they get from

bystanders. If you do nothing else, just walk away.
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Appendix 5: Electronic Communication Policy
Adapted directly from USA Swimming SafeSport

Overview

United Swim Association recognizes the prevalence of electronic communication and social
media in today’s world. Many of our swimmers use these means as their primary method of
communication. While the club acknowledges the value of these methods of communication, the
club also realizes that there are associated risks that must be considered when adults use these
methods to communicate with minors.

Content

All communications between a coach or other adult and an athlete must be professional in
nature and for the purpose of communicating information about team activities. The content and
intent of all electronic communications must adhere to the USA Swimming code of conduct
regarding athlete protection.

For example, as with any communication with an athlete, electronic communication should not
contain or relate to any of the following:

● drugs or alcohol use
● sexually oriented conversation; sexually explicit language; sexual activity
● the adult’s personal life, social activities, relationship or family issues, or personal

problems
● inappropriate or sexually explicit pictures

Note: any communication concerning an athlete's personal life, social activities, relationship or
family issues or personal problems must be transparent, accessible and professional.

Whether one is an athlete, coach, board member or parent, the guiding principle to always use
in communication is to ask:

● is the communication something that someone else would find appropriate or acceptable
in a face to face meeting?

● is this something you would be comfortable saying out loud to the intended recipient of
your communication in front of the intended recipient’s parents, the coaching staff, the
board, or other athletes?”
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With respect to electronic communications, a simple test that can be used in most cases is
whether the electronic communication with swimmers is transparent, accessible and
professional.

Transparent: all electronic communication between coaches and athletes should be
transparent. Your communication should not only be clear and direct, but also free of
hidden meanings, innuendo and expectations.

Accessible: all electronic communication between coaches and athletes should be considered
a matter of record and part of the club’s records. Whenever possible, include another
coach or parent in the communication so that there is no question regarding accessibility.

Professional: all electronic communication between a coach and an athlete should be
conducted professionally as a representative of the club. This includes word choices,
tone, grammar, and subject matter that model the standards and integrity of a staff
member.

If your communication meets all three of the above criteria, then it is likely your method of
communication with athletes will be appropriate.

Facebook, Blogs and Other Sites

Coaches may have personal Facebook (or other social media site) pages, but they are not
permitted to have any athlete member of the club join their personal page as a “friend.” A coach
should not accept any “friend” request from an athlete. In addition, the coach should remind the
athlete that this is not permitted. Coaches and athletes are not permitted to “private message”
each other through Facebook or other similar in-app messaging services. Coaches and athletes
are not permitted to “instant message” each other through Facebook chat or other in-app
messaging methods.

The club has an official Facebook page account that athletes and their parents can “friend” for
information and updates on team related matters.

Coaches are encouraged to set their pages to “private” to prevent athletes from accessing the
coach’s personal information.
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Twitter

United Swim Association has an official twitter page (@swim4usa) that coaches, athletes and
parents can follow for information and updates on team related matters. Coaches and athletes
may follow each other on Twitter. Coaches cannot retweet an athlete message post. Coaches
and athletes are not permitted to “direct message” each other through Twitter.

Texting

Subject to the general guidelines mentioned above, texting is allowed between coaches and
athletes during the hours from 6am until 9pm. Texting only shall be used for the purpose of
communicating information directly related to team activities.

Email

Athletes and coaches may use email to communicate between the hours of 6am and 9pm.
When communicating with an athlete through email, a parent, another coach, or a board
member must also be copied.

Request to Discontinue Electronic Communications

The parents or guardians of an athlete may request in writing that coaches through any form of
electronic communication not contact their child.
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Appendix 6: Athlete Electronic Communication Best
Practices
Adapted directly from USA Swimming SafeSport

Overview

USA Swimming member clubs are required to have an electronic communication policy for
coaches and non-athlete members to follow. Similarly, athletes should be aware that there are
certain standards for electronic communication for all individuals associated with United Swim
Association.

Athletes should remember that swimming for United Swim Association is a privilege, and they
are expected to portray themselves, their team, and their community in a positive manner at all
times.

Expectations

The club holds the following expectations of athletes:

● Athletes will not use derogatory language, including sexist, racist, homophobic, obscene,
or profane material of any kind.

● Athletes will not use social media to degrade, demean, or attack any person, team, or
organization.

● Athletes will not use social media to contact his/her coach(es) and will instead post
appropriate material to the club’s profile.

● Athletes will not call or text their coach, except in an emergency or if a parent/guardian is
included in the communication.

● All communication between athletes and coaches will be related to the activities of the
team and should, whenever possible, be limited to in-person communication during team
practices or events.

Things to remember: Texting

● Text messages and photos can be saved or screen-shot. Once the message is
transmitted, the sender does not have control.

● Texting between athletes and coaches is not okay unless it is an emergency situation or
another adult (such as a parent/guardian or another coach) is copied on the text.

● It is typically more effective to discuss an issue in person.
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Things to remember: Social Media

● Once you post something online, it is public and permanent—even if you delete it.
● Many employers, college admissions officers, and athletic recruiters review social

networking sites as part of their evaluation of an applicant. Carefully consider how others
may perceive the information and content that you share about yourself.

● Never post your email address, home address, phone number, or other personal
information, as it could lead to unwanted attention, stalking, or identity theft.
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Appendix 7: Emergency Action Plan

Overview

The purpose of this procedure is to outline the action to be taken in the event of an emergency
within the pool and poolside areas.  The Head Coach will ensure assistant coaches are aware
of their responsibilities in respect to this procedure.

Responsibilities

Responsibility for carrying out emergency action rests with swimming coaches and pool staff.

Raising Alarms

It is the responsibility of the Coach on deck to raise an alarm in the event of an emergency.

Minor Emergencies

Minor incidents or emergencies, if handled properly, will not result in a life-threatening situation.
Examples of incidents of this nature include a bather slipping on poolside, a minor cut or bruise
and a simple reaching rescue.  While these may be routine, they may result in increased risk of
a more serious incident if proper processes are not followed.  In order to ensure an appropriate
response, the Coach, on becoming aware of the incident will follow the process below:

● Notify other pool staff
● The Coach/pool staff/lifeguard will administer aid or provide appropriate assistance
● The injured person will be referred to appropriate location.
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Major Emergencies

A major emergency is where an incident occurs resulting in a serious injury or life-threatening
situation.  In most cases, more than one member of staff will be involved and in extreme
situations, all members of the team will be required to provide support.  The process for dealing
with major emergencies is as follows:

● The Coach will raise the alarm by notifying the lifeguard staff on duty
● The lifeguard and/or coach will initiate rescue / first aid
● The other coaches / facility staff will cover the area vacated, assist the Coach and

evacuate the pool if necessary
● The Coach will ensure an ambulance is requested, supply specialist equipment and take

control of the situation, including managing and assisting other bathers.
● A member of staff will be assigned to meet the ambulance crew to brief them and escort

them to the scene of the incident
● The Coach (or designee) will contact the parents once the situation is stabilized.

Biohazard, Water Clarify and Facility Issues

The United Swim Association rents pool space and will follow all instructions and guidelines as
outlined for any and all issues provided by the facility.
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Appendix 8: Photography Policies
At this time, a club photography policy is not required by the Safe Sport Program, however
United Swim Association chooses to set some boundaries regarding photography.

Overview

There has been much talk about whether it is safe to have images taken of children participating
in sports. While the majority of images are appropriate and are taken in good faith, it is a fact
that images can be misused and children can be put at risk if common sense procedures are
not observed.

United Swim Association Policy

A parent or guardian has a right to refuse to have their children’s photograph published to any of
our Team public accounts.  To ensure your child’s photograph is NOT published to our team
website, public Instagram account or public Twitter account, please email the Team
Administrator – teamadmin@swim4usa.com.  The Team Administrator will ensure that all
volunteer members with access to post to these accounts will not include any pictures of the
child.

The Team/Practice Group pictures taken at the beginning of the swim year are exempt from this
request.  If a family does not want their child to appear on the website or other places in the
Team or Practice group photo, they will need to abstain from participating in the photo session.

Guidelines for All Photos Taken of Swimmers

All members of the team – swimmers and family members – should follow the guidelines below
when photographing swimmers.

● Action shots should be a celebration of the sporting activity and not a sexualized image
in a sporting context.

● Action shots should not be taken or retained where the photograph reveals a torn or
displaced swimsuit.

● Photographs should not be taken from behind swimming blocks at the start of a race or
exhibit a child climbing out of the swimming pool.

● Photographs should not be taken in locker‐rooms or bathrooms.
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Appendix 9: Swimming Terms & Language
Adapted Swimming - Swimming for participants with a disability.

Anchor - The final swimmer in a relay and the point in the stroke pattern where the hand feels
the most resistance and begins effective propulsive movement.

Angle of Attack - The angle or degree at which the hand enters the water.

Body Position - The way the swimmers body sits in the water, ideally as straight, long and
close to the surface of the water as possible.

Burn Out - The point when competitive swimmers tire from swimming, possibly through
over-stress or pressure.  The result is performance stops surpassing expectations.

Circle Swim - When there are more than two swimmers in a lane during practice, swimmers
swim up on the right hand side, staying close to the lane line, and return on the other side
ensuring that there is 5 seconds apart between the swimmer in front. This eliminates the risk of
swimmers crashing into each other.

Cool-down - A slower, longer swim as an essential injury prevention technique, used by the
swimmer after a race to rid the body of excess lactic acid

Cut - A qualifying time for a competitive event.

Deck - The area around a swimming pool reserved for swimmer, coaches and judges.

Distance Freestyle - Freestyle competitive events at distances of 200 m or over.

DQ – A Swimmer is officially disqualified for incorrectly performing a Start, Stroke, Turn or
Finish.

Flip Turn - A type of turn used in front crawl and backstroke. As the swimmer approaches the
wall, they tuck their body into a somersault, roll toward the wall and push off with their feet.

Flutter Kick - The alternating kick used in backstroke and front crawl, usually 6 kicks per cycle.

Gala - An unofficial competitive swimming event.

Heat - A division of an event used to cut the number of participants, when a single race to
determine the winner would mean too many swimmers competing at the same time.
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High Elbow - Refers to the recovery phase of the front crawl, where keeping a high elbow
encourages better balance and body roll. Also refers to the pull stage of the stroke, where the
elbow remains in a higher position over the hand, giving the sensation of reaching over a barrel
when pulling through the water.

Hypoxic Breathing - Breath control swimming such as underwater swimming or breathing
every fifth or seventh stroke in Front crawl.

Individual Medley - A combination of the four competitive swimming strokes swum in the
following order; Butterfly, Backstroke, Breaststroke, Freestyle (usually front crawl).

Lane - The section of a pool, distinguished by lane lines, in which a swimmer is assigned to
swim. In competitive swimming, lanes are numbered from 1 to 8, with lane 1 being the lane
furthest to the right.

Lead-off - The swimmer to execute the first leg of the relay.

Length - A completed swim either up or down the pool. This may be a distance of 25 m or 50 m
depending upon the size of the pool.

Negative Split - When the second half of the race is swum faster than the first half.

Open Water - Swimming events contested away from the swimming pool, either in rivers, lakes
or the sea.

Pace - The speed that corresponds with a race distance, e.g. 1:20 (1 minute 20 seconds) per
100m.

Qualifying Time (QT) - A specified time that must be achieved for the swimmer to enter a
competitive event.

Relay Exchange - The exchange between the swimmer in the water finishing the leg and the
next swimmer on the relay team. A smooth exchange requires the finishing swimmer’s hand to
touch the touch pad at the same time as the starting swimmer sets off from the starting block.

Resistance Swimming - Used as a training method, resistance swimming is usually used in a
confined space to keep the swimmer in one place, either for stroke analysis, athletic or
therapeutic reasons. Resistance swimming is done either against a stream of water - known as
a swim machine - or by holding the swimmer stationery via elastic attachments.

Sculling - A technique executed for balance or to stay in one place through a back and forth
motion of the hands.
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Seed - To assign a swimmer to a heat or lane according to their qualifying time.

Split Times - The times taken for each individual section of a race.

Start Position - The position taken by the swimmer at the beginning of the race. The swimmer
is required to have at least one foot at the front of the starting block and remain motionless until
the start signal sounds. The most common position has the swimmer bent over, knees bent and
feet shoulder width apart. Some swimmers prefer a track start with one-foot forward and one
foot back.

Stroke Shortening - To counter the slowing down of a stroke as swimmers begin to tire, they
may increase the frequency of their stroke rate without increasing their overall speed.

Stroke Rate - The amount of time taken to complete a single cycle of a stroke.

Taper - Reducing the intensity of training just before a race so that the swimmer may be fresh
and in peak condition for the event.

Touch - The finishing point of a race.

Turnover - The number of times a swimmer completes one cycle of a stroke during a race.  i.e
Hand Speed

Unofficial time - The time displayed on a scoreboard or read over the PA system immediately
after a race. After being checked and adjusted (if necessary), this will become the official time of
a swimmer.

Yardage - The distance a swimmer races or swims during the totality of their practice.
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Appendix 10: Minor Athlete Abuse Prevention Policy
(provided by USA Swimming)
THIS POLICY APPLIES TO:

In-Program Contact: Any contact (including communications, interactions or activities) between an Adult
Participant and any Minor Athlete(s) related to participation in sport. Examples include, but are not limited
to: competition, practices, camps/clinics, training/instructional sessions, pre/post event meals or outings,
team travel, video review, team- or sport-related team building activities, celebrations, award ceremonies,
banquets, team- or sport-related fundraising or community services, sport education, competition site
visits, conventions and/or summits.

Adult Participants: Any adult 18 years of age or older who is a:
● USA Swimming member, either athlete or non-athlete;
● Participating non-member (e.g., meet marshals, Umeet computer operators, timers, etc.);
● Authorized, approved or appointed by USA Swimming, Zones, Local Swimming Committees

(“LSCs”) or member clubs to have regular contact with (e.g., ongoing interactions during a 12-
month period wherein the individual is in a role of active engagement) or authority over Minor
Athletes; and/or

● Within the governance or disciplinary jurisdiction of USA Swimming, Zones, LSCs or member
clubs.

GENERAL REQUIREMENT

USA Swimming Zones, LSCs and member clubs are required to implement this Minor Athlete Abuse
Prevention Policy in full. The Minor Athlete Abuse Prevention Policy must be reviewed and agreed to in
writing by all athletes, parents/legal guardians, coaches and other non-athlete members of member clubs
on an annual basis with such written agreement to be retained by the club or LSC, as applicable.

DEFINITIONS

Athlete: A USA Swimming athlete member.

Authority: When one person’s position over another person is such that, based on the totality of the
circumstances, they have the power or right to direct, control, give orders to, or make decisions for that
person (e.g., when a power imbalance exists).

Dual Relationship: When an Adult Participant has a relationship with a Minor Athlete that is outside of
the sport program. Examples of Dual Relationships include, but are not limited to, family members, mental
health professionals, teachers, medical professionals and family friends.

Emergency Circumstances: A serious, unexpected and possibly dangerous situation that requires quick
action and cannot be avoided. Emergency circumstances include, but are not limited to: a physical,
mental or emotional medical emergency involving the Minor Athlete, relative of the Minor Athlete or
relative of an Adult Participant; a Minor Athlete’s suicidal ideations/behavior; a report of abuse; a severe
weather event; and last-minute practice changes.
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Electronic Communication: Includes, but not limited to, phone calls, emails, videoconferencing, video
coaching, text-messaging and social media.

Event or Facility Under Partial or Full Jurisdiction: Includes any USA Swimming sanctioned event
(including all travel and lodging in connection with participation in the event) or any facility that USA
Swimming, Zones, LSCs or member clubs owns, leases or rents for practice, training or competition.

In-Program: Activities related to participation in sport. Examples include, but are not limited to:
competition, practices, meetings, camps/clinics, training/instructional sessions, pre/post event meals or
outings, team travel, video review, team- or sport-related team building activities, celebrations, award
ceremonies, banquets, team- or sport-related fundraising or community services, sport education,
competition site visits, conventions, conferences, summits and/or workshops.

In-Program Contact: Any contact (including communications, interactions or activities) between an Adult
Participant and any Minor Athlete(s) related to participation in sport. Examples include, but are not limited
to contact occurring at or related to: competition, practices, meetings, camps/clinics, training/instructional
sessions, pre/post event meals or outings, team travel, video review, team- or sport-related team building
activities, celebrations, award ceremonies, banquets, team- or sport-related fundraising or community
services, sport education, competition site visits, conventions, conferences, summits and/or workshops.

In-Program Massage: Any Massage involving an Adult Participant and any Minor Athlete(s) related to
participation in sport. Examples include, but are not limited to Massage occurring at or related to:
competition, practices, meetings, camps/clinics, training/instructional sessions, pre/post event meals or
outings, team travel, video review, team- or sport-related team building activities, celebrations, award
ceremonies, banquets, team- or sport-related fundraising or community services, sport education,
competition site visits, conventions, conferences, summits and/or workshops.

In-Program Travel: Any transportation or travel involving an Adult Participant and any Minor Athlete(s)
related to participation in sport authorized or funded by the Organization. Examples include, but are not
limited to transportation or travel to or related to: competition, practices, meetings, camps/clinics,
training/instructional sessions, pre/post event meals or outings, team travel, video review, team- or sport-
related team building activities, celebrations, award ceremonies, banquets, team- or sport-related
fundraising or community services, sport education, competition site visits, conventions, conferences,
summits and/or workshops.

Massage: Any massage, rubdown, athletic training modality including physical modalities (e.g.,
stretching, physical manipulation, injury rehabilitation, etc.) and electronic or instrument assisted
modalities (e.g., stim treatment, dry needling, cupping, etc.).

Minor Athlete: An athlete under 18 years of age who is a USA Swimming member or was a USA
Swimming member within the previous 12 months.

Organization: United Swim Association
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EXCEPTIONS - [Note: Exceptions apply only where specified]

Close-In-Age Exception: In-Program Contact between an Adult Participant and a Minor Athlete is
permitted if:

a. The Adult Participant has no authority over the Minor Athlete; and
b. The Adult Participant is not more than four years older than the Minor Athlete.

Dual Relationship Exception: An Adult Participant has a dual role or relationship with a Minor Athlete.
This exception requires written consent of the Minor Athlete’s parent/legal guardian at least annually.

ONE-ON-ONE INTERACTIONS
I. Observable and Interruptible- All one-on-one In-Program Contact interactions between a Minor

Athlete and an Adult Participant must occur at an observable and interruptible distance from
another adult, except:

a. In emergency circumstances;
b. When a Dual Relationship exists; and/or
c. When the Close-In-Age Exception applies.

MEETINGS AND INDIVIDUAL TRAINING SESSIONS
I. Meetings

a. Meetings between a Minor Athlete and an Adult Participant may only occur if another
adult is present and where interactions can be easily observed and at an interruptible
distance from another adult.

b. If a one-on-one meeting takes place, the door to the room must remain unlocked and
open. If available, it must occur in a room that has windows, with the windows, blinds,
and/or curtains remaining open during the meeting.

c. Meetings must not be conducted in an Adult Participant or Athlete’s hotel room or other
overnight lodging location during In-Program Travel.

II. Meetings with Licensed Mental Health Care Professionals and/or Health Care Providers
If a licensed mental health care professional and/or health care provider meets one-on-one with a

Minor Athlete at an Event or Facility Under Partial or Full Jurisdiction of the Organization in conjunction
with participation, the meeting must be observable and interruptible by another adult, except if:

a. The door remains unlocked
b. Another adult is present at the facility;
c. The other adult is advised that a closed-door meeting is occurring although the Minor

Athlete’s identity does not need to be disclosed;
d. The Organization is notified that the licensed mental health care professional and or

health care provider will be meeting with a Minor Athlete; and
e. The licensed mental health care professional and/or health care provider obtains consent

consistent with applicable laws and ethical standards, which can be withdrawn at any
time.
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III. Individual Training Sessions
a.  In-Program one-on-one individual training sessions outside of the regular course of training

and practice between Adult Participants and Minor Athletes must be observable and interruptible by
another adult, except:

i. When a Dual Relationship exists; and//or
ii. When the Close-In-Age Exception applies.

b. The Adult Participant providing the individual training session must receive advance, written
consent from the Minor Athlete’s parent/legal guardian at least annually, with a copy provided to
the United Swim Association, which can be withdrawn at any time.
c.  Parents/legal guardians must be allowed to observe the individual training session.

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS
I. Content- All Electronic Communication from Adult Participants to Minor Athletes must be

professional in nature.
II. Open and Transparent

a. If an Adult Participant communicates one-on-one with a Minor Athlete via Electronic
Communications, the Minor Athlete’s parent/legal guardian must be copied or included. If
a Minor Athlete communicates to the Adult Participant privately first, said Adult
Participant must copy or include the Minor Athlete’s parent/legal guardian on any
Electronic Communication response to the Minor Athlete. Adult Participants must only
use Electronic Communication platforms that allow for Open and Transparent
communication.

b. The following exceptions apply to Section II(a):
i. In emergency circumstances;
ii. When a Dual Relationship exists; and/or
iii. When the Close-In-Age Exception applies.

c.  When an Adult Participant communicates electronically to the entire team or any number
of Minor Athletes on the team, said Adult Participant must copy another Adult Participant.

III. Requests to Discontinue
Parents/legal guardians may request in writing that their Minor Athlete not be contacted through
any form of electronic communication by the Organization or by an Adult Participant subject to
this Policy. The Organization must abide by any such request that the Minor Athlete not be
contacted via electronic communication, or included in any social media post, absent emergency
circumstances.

IV. Hours
Electronic communications must only be sent between the hours of 5:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. local
time for the location of the Minor Athlete, unless emergency circumstances exist, or during
competition travel.

V. Prohibited Electronic Communication
a.  Adult Participants are not permitted to maintain private social media connections with Minor
Athletes and such Adult Participants are not permitted to accept new personal page requests on
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social media platforms from Minor Athletes, unless the Adult Participant has a fan page, or the
contact is deemed as celebrity contact as opposed to regular contact. Existing social media
connections with Minor Athletes must be discontinued. Minor Athletes may “friend”, “like” or
“follow” the Organization’s official page.
b.  Adult Participants must not send private, instant or direct messages to a Minor Athlete through
social media platforms.
c. The following exceptions apply to Section V:

i. When a Dual Relationship exists; and/or
ii. When the Close-In-Age Exception applies.

IN-PROGRAM TRAVEL AND LODGING

I. Transportation
a. During In-Program Travel, observable and interruptible environments must be maintained
b. An Adult Participant must not transport a Minor Athlete one-on-one during In-Program Travel

and must always transport at least two Minor Athletes or another Adult Participant, except:
i. In emergency circumstances;
ii. When a Dual Relationship exists;
iii. When the Close-In-Age Exception applies; and/or
iv. The Minor Athlete’s parent/legal guardian has provided, at least annually, written

consent for the Adult Participant to transport the Minor Athlete one-on-one, which can
be withdrawn at any time.

c.   Adult Participants, including team managers and chaperones, who travel with the Organization
must be USA Swimming and non-athlete members of USA Swimming.

Adult Participants who are parents/legal guardians of Minor Athletes must pick up their Minor
Athlete first and drop off their Minor Athlete last in any shared or carpool travel arrangement.

II. Lodging
a.  An Adult Participant must not share hotel room, sleeping arrangement or overnight lodging

location with an Athlete.
b.  During In-Program Travel, all In-Program Contact in a hotel room, sleeping arrangement or

overnight lodging location between an Adult Participant and a Minor Athlete must be
c.  During In-Program Travel, when doing room checks, two-deep leadership (two Adult
Participants should be present) and observable and interruptible environments must be
maintained.
d.  The following exceptions apply to II(a), (b) and (c):

i. When a Dual Relationship exists, the Adult Participant is not a coach, and the
Minor Athlete’s parent/legal guardian has provided advance, written consent for
the lodging arrangement; and/or

ii. When the Close-In-Age Exception applies and the Minor Athlete’s parent/legal
guardian has provided advance, written consent for the lodging arrangement.

e. Minor Athletes should be paired to share a hotel room, sleeping arrangement or overnight
lodging location with other Minor Athletes of the same competition category and of similar age.
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III. Written Consent
A Minor Athlete’s parent/legal guardian must provide written consent, at least annually, for all In-
Program Travel and lodging during In-Program Travel, which can be withdrawn at any time.

IV. Meetings
a.  Meetings during In-Program Travel must be conducted consistent with the One-on-One
Interactions section of this Policy (e.g., any such meeting must be observable and interruptible).
b.  Meetings must not be conducted in an Adult Participant or athlete’s hotel room or other
overnight lodging location during In-Program Travel.

LOCKER ROOMS AND CHANGING AREAS

I. Requirement to Use Locker Room or Changing Area
The designated locker room or changing area must be used when an athlete or Adult Participant
changes, in whole or in part, into or out of a swimsuit when wearing just one suit (e.g., deck
changing is prohibited).

II. Observable and Interruptible
All In-Program Contact between Adult Participants and Minor Athletes in a locker room, changing
area or similar space must be observable and interruptible, except:
a.  In emergency circumstances;
b.  A Dual Relationship exists; and/or
c.  The Close-In-Age exception applies.

III. Private or Semi-Private Space for Minor Athletes
The Organization must provide a private or semi-private place for Minor Athletes that need to
change clothes or undress at Events or Facilities Under Partial or Full Jurisdiction of the
Organization.

IV. Use of Recording Devices
Use of any device’s (including a cell phone’s) recording capabilities, including voice recording, still
cameras and video cameras in locker rooms, changing areas, or similar spaces by a Minor
Athlete or an Adult Participant is prohibited.

V. Undress
Adult Participants must not change clothes or behave in a manner that intentionally or recklessly
exposes his or her breasts, buttocks, groin or genitals to a Minor Athlete under any circumstance.
An Adult Participant must not request a Minor Athlete to expose the Minor Athlete’s breasts,
buttocks, groin or genitals to the Adult Participant under any circumstance. Nothing in this section
shall be construed to apply to areas of the body exposed while wearing swimwear which
conforms to the current concept of the appropriate for the individual’s competition category.
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VI. Showers
a.  Adult Participants must not shower with Minor Athletes unless:

i. The Adult Participant meets the Close-in-Age Exception; and/or
ii. The shower is part of a pre- or post-activity rinse while wearing swimwear.

b. Parents/legal guardians may request in writing that their Minor Athlete(s) not change or
shower with Adult Participants during In-Program Contact. The Organization must abide by such
a request.

VII. Monitoring
The Organization must regularly and randomly monitor the use of locker rooms and changing
areas to  ensure compliance with this Policy. Locker rooms and changing areas may be
monitored by use of the following methods:

a. Conducting a sweep of the locker room or changing area before athletes arrive;
b. Posting staff directly outside the locker room or changing area during periods of use;
c. Leaving the doors open when adequate privacy is still possible; and/or
d. Making occasional sweeps of the locker rooms or changing areas with women checking

on female locker rooms and men checking on male locker rooms.

Every effort must be made to recognize when a Minor Athlete goes to the locker room or
changing area during practice and competition, and, if the Minor Athlete does not return in a
timely fashion, to check on the Minor Athlete’s whereabouts.

VIII. Parents/legal guardians in Locker Rooms or Changing Areas
If a parent/legal guardian enters a locker room or changing area, it must only be a parent/legal
guardian of the same competition category and the parent/legal guardian should notify a coach or
administrator in advance.
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MASSAGES, RUBDOWNS AND ATHLETIC TRAINING MODALITIES

I. General Requirement
Any In-Program Massage performed on an athlete must be conducted in an observable and
interruptible location and must be performed by a licensed massage therapist or other certified
professional. However, even if a coach is a licensed massage therapist, the coach must not
perform a rubdown or massage of an athlete under any circumstance.

II. Additional Minor Athlete Requirements
a.  Written consent by a parent/legal guardian must be obtained in advance at least annually by
the licensed massage therapist or other certified professional which can be withdrawn at any
time.
b.  Parent/legal guardians must be allowed to observe the Massage, except for competition or
training venues that limit credentialing.
c.  Any Massage of a Minor Athlete must be done with at least one other Adult Participant
physically present and must never be done with only the Minor Athlete and the person performing
the Massage in the room.
d.  Any Massage of a Minor Athlete must be performed with the Minor Athlete fully or partially
clothed, ensuring that the breasts, buttocks, groin or genitals are always covered. Nothing in
this section shall be construed to apply to areas of the body exposed while wearing swimwear
which conforms to the current concept of the appropriate for the individual’s competition category.
e.  Any Massage of a Minor Athlete must only occur after a proper diagnosis from a treating
physician and be done in the course of care according to the physician’s treatment plan.
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